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Medical Statistics, Patronage and the State:
The Development of the MRC Statistical Unit,
1911-1948
EDWARD HIGGS*
The development of medical statistics based on the concepts of probability and
error-theory developed by Francis Galton, Karl Pearson, George Udny Yule, R A
Fisher, and their colleagues, has had a profound impact on medical science in the
present century. This has been associated especially with the activities ofthe Medical
Research Council (MRC) Statistical Unit at the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine (LSHTM). It was here in 1946 that the world's first statistically
rigorous clinical trial was undertaken, and where in the 1950s Austin Bradford Hill
and Richard Doll revealed a statistical relationship between smoking and lung-
cancer. But how and why was this key institution founded, and why were its methods
probabilistic?'
One might assume that the sheer brilliance ofthe work produced by Pearson and
his statistical followers was sufficient to win over the medical profession, and to
attract funding for the MRC Unit. However, one might question the extent to which
an association with Pearson, and with the mathematical technicalities ofhis statistics,
immediately endeared the fledgling discipline of biostatistics to the medical com-
munity. As J Rosser Matthews has shown recently, Pearsonian statistics were only
haltingly accepted by medical scientists in Britain in the 1920s and 1930s, and were
little understood by medical practitioners.2 How then was such a university-based
infrastructure for medical statistics established? Ultimately, of course, the Statistical
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Unit depended upon the MRC and the Ministry ofHealth for the funding.3 However,
if one is to believe scholars such as Roger Davidson, the early twentieth century
was aperiod when the narrow requirements ofan administrative elite ofcivil servants
dedicated to preserving the status quo, and eager not to baffle politicians with
unfamiliar methods of analysis, acted as a brake on the development of statistical
work within government.4 Why then did the MRC Statistical Unit at the LSHTM
gain such financial support?
The background to this development is plainly the rise of specialization in medi-
cine,5 and the creation of university medical departments as the powerhouses of
medical research. The latter gave aspiring medical professionals an enviable degree
of recognition and financial security in an often difficult health-care market.6 But
the crucial question here is why this particular specialism in this particular place?
Much of the story to be told concerns the career of Major Greenwood, the first
director of the Statistical Unit from 1927 to 1945, and the key figure in the
development of the profession of medical biostatistics in the inter-war period.
Greenwood has recently been described as "one of the founders of the modern
approach to epidemiology",7 and his championing ofthe use ofPearsonian statistics
in debates within medical science has been noted by Matthews.8 Greenwood was, of
course, building here on the long tradition in Britain ofthe use ofstatistical methods,
if of a non-probabilistic variety, in the analysis of how diseases behave. One might
point here to the epidemiological work of William Farr in the Victorian General
Register Office (GRO), and ofArthur Newsholme in the Local Government Board
(LGB) oftheearly twentiethcentury.9 Greenwood also had the gift ofcommunicating
the results ofstatistically-based epidemiology in a clear, untechnical language which
was accessible to a mathematically unsophisticated medical community.'0 But, in
addition, Greenwood was also adept at using official networks of patronage and
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support for building up the institutional base of medical statistics, and this will be
the focus of the present paper. Institutions matter in intellectual life, and they are
not solely the by-product of the generation of good ideas. It will be shown below
how Greenwood's development of the MRC Statistical Unit reflected both the
workings ofpersonal networks ofpatronage and influence, and the interpenetration
ofstate and academic science in the twentieth century. The latter has been extensively
examined but usually from the point of view of how science impacts, or fails to
impact, upon government." This paper will be concerned more with how scientists
could use the various organs ofthe state for the furtherance oftheir own institutional
and career goals. In this Greenwood plainly showed personal ambition, and at times
even ruthlessness, but his activities should not be seen simply in terms of personal
aggrandisement. He believed that his discipline had much to offer medical science,
and that he was in a position to foster its development.
The Foundations of Pearsonian Medical Statistics
The discipline ofPearsonian medical statistics grew, ofcourse, out ofthe activities
of Karl Pearson himself. There has been a tendency to conflate Pearson's statistical
innovations and his beliefin eugenics'2 but, as Eileen Magnello has shown, Pearson's
work on eugenics formed only a small part of his scientific activity, and absorbed
comparatively little ofthe time ofthe staffofthe various laboratories he established
at University College London. Most of Pearson's effort went into the Biometric
Laboratory supported by the Worshipful Company ofDrapers, rather than into the
Eugenics Laboratory funded out of Francis Galton's estate. It was in the former,
mainly concerned with the application of statistics to biology and the mechanics of
evolution, that Pearson developed his new mathematical approach, whilst the work
of the Eugenics Laboratory was mainly based on an analysis of family pedigrees
and actuarial death rates.'3 But even in the latter much work was undertaken on
epidemiological issues only tangentially linked to heredity or dysgenic characteristics
by the Laboratory's medical officer, Percy Stocks.'4
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Pearson's work and his Biometric and Eugenic Laboratories were the training
ground for numerous men and women who subsequently went on to become key
participantsintheemergenceofthediscipline ofmedical statisticsinBritain. Amongst
these, two men were ofespecial importance in theearlyhistoryofthe MRC Statistical
Unit, George Udny Yule (1871-1951) and Major Greenwood (1880-1949). Yule was
in many ways the more distinguished of the two. Having originally studied civil
engineering in Pearson's department atUniversity College, hebecame ademonstrator
to Pearson in 1893 and was promoted within UCL to the post ofassistant professor
of statistics in 1896. In 1912 Yule moved to Cambridge to take up the newly
established university lectureship in statistics, staying there until his death in 1951.
He made major contributions to the theory of regression and correlation analysis,
and in the fields of Mendelian inheritance, the statistical analysis of language, and
epidemiology.'"
According to Lancelot Hogben, Greenwood was so fired by reading Pearson's
Grammar ofscience whilst still a medical student at the London Hospital, that he
decided to devote himself to biometrics. He made contact with Pearson and studied
under him at University College during the academic year 1904/5. Greenwood then
went on to take up a research scholarship from the British Medical Association in
1905, and became the demonstrator in the physiological laboratory of Leonard Hill
at the London Hospital Medical School. In 1910 he was appointed statistician at
the Lister Institute of Preventative Medicine, and began a distinguished career in
medical statistics, particularly in epidemiology and public health.'6 Greenwood's
engaging, if occasionally barbed, personality shines through much of his cor-
respondence.
But despite the importance of Pearson's institutional base at UCL it is unlikely
that this would have provided a firm grounding for the institutional development
of medical statistics. This partly reflected the fragility of the funding of Pearson's
laboratories and his somewhat irascible nature. As Greenwood confided to Walter
Fletcher, the secretary of the MRC, in 1920, "Pearson is desperately hard up. His
institute is halfempty ... He is 64, has quarrelled with nearly everyone over 40 and
is ending his career almost alone."'7 The medical work ofPearson's laboratories was
also always overshadowed by his central interests in evolutionary biology, botany,
zoology, and physical anthropology.'8
Given thepaucity ofuniversitypostsformedical statisticians, andtheachievements
ofVictorian public medicine, it was understandable that Greenwood should look to
the state for support. The main "interface" between the latter and the medical
scientific community was the newly formed MRC. This had been set up under the
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clause ofthe 1911 National Insurance Actwhich provided for alevy oncontributions
to the national health insurance scheme for the purposes of undertaking medical
research.'9 Due to the influence of members of the medical profession, especially
Christopher Addison, a former professor of anatomy and later Liberal MP and
Minister of Health, the MRC was not subordinated to a government department,
as in the case of the GRO, but given a block grant from the Treasury to disburse
as it saw fit.20 The Council's grant rose from £53,000 in 1914 to £195,000 in 1939.21
Under Sir Walter Fletcher (1873-1933), its first secretary from 1914 to 1933 and a
pioneering medical scientist in his own right, it was oriented towards the academic
pursuit of knowledge, rather than the servicing of government policy making. As
will be argued here, however, this did not mean that the MRC was averse to working
closely with the Ministry of Health. The creation of such a unique institution, the
forerunner oflater research councils, gave Britain a medical research infrastructure
ofinternational significance. In the furtherance ofmedical science, the MRC under-
took its own investigations but also funded similar activities in universities and
hospitals.22 It established a National Institute for Medical Research in 1914, made
up of three departments of experimental research (bacteriology, biochemistry and
pharmacology, and applied physiology), and a Statistical Department under John
Brownlee.23
Brownlee was born in Scotland in 1868, and had a more traditional medical
background than Greenwood. Educated at the University of Glasgow, where he
studied mathematics and natural philosophy, he also obtained the degree of MD in
1898. He was subsequently a resident physician in various hospitals in Glasgow, and
medical officer of health for Guernsey. Brownlee became increasingly interested in
applying mathematical techniques to medical and biological problems, and was
drawn into the circle of the Biometric School.24 His MRC department was intended
to consist of persons in the permanent employment of the scheme who will be engaged in
enquiries relating to diet, occupation, habits of life and other matters bearing upon the
incidence of disease, and who will collect and deal with all types of vital statistics including
the distribution of disease, the relative frequency of special types of lesions in diseases such
as tuberculosis, and in general with all statistical investigations useful either as preliminary
to research or confirmatory of its results.25
This represented a vote ofconfidence in the new medical statistics on the part of
the MRC. There is also some evidence that the MRC Statistical Department was
envisaged as the means of undertaking inquiries into causes of excessive sickness
under section 63 of the National Insurance Act. This allowed for the holding of
enquiries to determine if excessive claims on the scheme were due to bad working
'9A L Thomson, Halfa century ofmedical Volume 2: The programme ofthe Medical
research. Volume 1: Origins andpolicy ofthe Research Council (UK), London, HMSO, 1975.
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conditions, poor housing, or insanitary conditions, and for the excess to be recouped
from culpable employers, landlords and local authorities. In practice this clause
provedinoperative26 buttheNational InsuranceJointCommittee, whichadministered
the Act, certainly saw the need for statistical enquiries of this sort.27 The MRC's
first annual report indicated that its Statistical Department would "probably have
to consider and advise how the statistical material provided for under the Insurance
Act should be dealt with".28 Significantly, the first special report published by the
MRC was one by Brownlee on the excessive incidence of phthisis in the boot and
shoe industry.29
But the MRC Statistical Department did not prosper under Brownlee. He was
constitutionally unable to give sustained advice to his colleagues-indeed he appears
to have been incapable of paying attention to anything for very long.30 In a letter
to Fletcher of 1924, Yule describes a conversation with the "old thing":
Phew! there's an odd sort offly which you often see in a garden on a hot day in summer: it
seems to be nearly still, hovering over a rose-bush say, for seconds together, when suddenly
flick! and the blessed fly is in quite a different position, and you can't think how in Hell it
ever got there. I know that my mind sometimes seems to work like that, but Brownlee's is
much worse. Place-names in Aberdeenshire and on the Black Sea, the occurrence ofelephants
in Scotland, the whisky-drinking habits of one of his mother's trustees, the price of Turner
drawings, the existence of areas where illegitimacy seems to be the normal thing in Scotland
... you wouldn't think, would you? that so many subjects could arise really naturally out of
a short conversation on the work of the Anthropometric Standards Committee?3'
Thischaracter traitmightalsoexplain Brownlee's inability tocompletekeypublishing
projects.32
The establishment of the Statistical Department at the MRC's National Institute
for Medical Research in 1914 was also followed shortly afterwards by the outbreak
of the First World War. The statistical resources of the MRC were immediately
placed at the disposal of the War Office with the aim of compiling statistics of the
military sick and wounded. This was conceived as contributing to both medical
science and the war effort, and was to be based on-a systematic analysis ofhospital
registers and medical cards forwarded from the Front and convalescent hospitals to
26Eyler, Sir Arthur Newsholme, op. cit., note 9 on Brownlee, see, PRO FD 5/91 Letter from
above, p. 231. Greenwood to Fletcher, 27 December 1922; PRO
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first report of the special investigation committee 1922 till his death in 1927: PRO FD 2/9 Annual
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the MRC in London.33 What was assumed to be a relatively manageable task when
hostilities were seen in terms of a short campaign became totally unwieldy in the
circumstances of the extended butchery of the Great War. By 1919 the staff of the
project's central statistical office numbered 225 and cost £18,000 annually. But this
was considered insufficient for the analysis ofthe data collected, and it was estimated
that if staffing was increased to 350, at an annual cost of £32,500, the work could
be completed in three years. Given that the entire government grant to the MRC in
1919 was only £60,000,3 the task was plainly beyond its resources. In 1920 the
Ministry ofPensions took over the whole statistical organization from the Council,
as well as the responsibility for the completion ofthe statistical information required
for a proposed volume on the medical statistics of the war. The Ministry was
primarily concerned with using the data gathered for war pension purposes, and it
was not until 1931 that an official history based on the material collected was
published.35 The MRC had expended a large sum ofmoney and considerable effort
on statistical work, and had very little to show for it.36
The Rise of Major Greenwood
The new quantitative methods were also making their way into the established
statistical apparatus of the state. This can be seen in the case of the GRO, which
sincethedays ofFarrinthemid-nineteenth century hadbeencollecting andanalysing
mortality and cause of death data gathered via the civil registration system. Sir
Bernard Mallet, the Registrar General, was aware that the GRO lacked expertise in
the new Pearsonian statistics. As a consequence, the Office sought permission from
the Treasury in December 1911 to employ outside experts to give "advice on matters
connected with recent developments in themathematical treatment ofstatistics . . .".37
The following month Mallet was asking for authority to pay "Edny Ule" and E C
Snow £50 for such advice.38 In March 1912 both Yule and Edwin Cannon, the
economist, attended a conference at the GRO "on the reform of the population
tables".39 The Office was also limited in its investigations by being confined to the
analysis of one source of data-death certificates. In his report on the incidence of
phthisis in the boot and shoe industry, Brownlee criticized the data provided by the
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GRO. He argued that the census classification "shoemaker" was inconsistent, whilst
the tendency for sick shoemakers to drop out of the trade, and for their deaths to
be registered under other occupations, undermined the validity of the GRO's age
specific mortality rates for the industry. He reworked the GRO's figures, and then
used these in conjunction with information drawn from the-National Union ofBoot
and Shoe Operatives, and from the medical officers of health in Leicester and
Northampton, to produce his report.40
ThelimitationsintheGRO's statistical apparatuswerehighlightedintheimmediate
aftermath of the First World War, when, in 1919, the Office was brought under the
direct control of the newly formed Ministry of Health. The Ministry believed that
the GRO and its Statistical Department should be directly subordinated to the policy
requirements ofthe Ministry. In order to achieve this, one ofthe Ministry's assistant
secretaries, Sylvanus Vivian, was placed in the GRO as deputy Registrar General
but with almost unlimited authority to reform its organization. Mallet resigned in
protest and Vivian became the head of the Office at the beginning of 1921. Vivian
believed that the statistical role of the GRO should be to provide data for the
Ministry's purposes, rather than to initiate scientific investigation of its own.4'
Therewas, however, ageneral feelingwithin the Ministry thatthe GRO's Statistical
Department was not qualified to undertake the tasks to be placed upon it. In January
1920, Vivian declared that in his opinion, "the fact has clearly emerged that the
GRO has never been equipped, and was never intended to be equipped, with an
establishment suitable for dealing with the more responsible aspects of its work".42
In June 1920 the Ministry was complaining to the Treasury that delays in the
production ofstatistical reports made it obvious, "that the present professional staff
is not adequate to perform even the normal statistical work which devolves upon it
...43 But how was this deficiency to be made good-by strengthening the GRO,
or by absorbing it into a central statistical department within Health?
One of the officers within the Ministry advocating the latter course was Major
Greenwood." In comparison to Brownlee, Greenwood had had a much greater
impact on the war effort. He had been seconded from the Lister Institute to the
Ministry of Munitions in 1917 to undertake statistical work for the Health of
Munitions Workers Committee. This had been set up in 1915 to investigate the
hygienic conditions in munitions factories but gradually came to focus on the best
means of securing the maximum efficiency from munitions workers.45 Greenwood's
contribution to the committee's work was to create "industrial life tables" showing
'PRO FD 4/1 MRC: Published reports. 'PRO RG 20/83 Creation of a Department
41 PRO MH 78/114 Ministry of Health: ofVital and Medical Statistics: memo. by
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how many workersjoining various industries were still being employed in them after
set periods of time. He concluded that although wastage was great, much of it was
inexplicable, or at least unexplained, although he pointed to the greater turnover of
married women with children. This he put down to their insufficient "reserves of
energy to meet the double demand upon them".46 This interest in industrial efficiency
survived the war with the establishment of the Industrial Fatigue Research Board,
a joint venture by the MRC and the newly created Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research, with active interest shown by the Home Office, Ministry of
Reconstruction, Post Office and the Coal Commission.47 The science ofstatistics was
being mobilized in the service oftotal war and state intervention in economic affairs.
At Munitions Greenwood came into contact with Walter Fletcher, who had sat
on the Munitions Workers Committee since its foundation.48 Fletcher was plainly
impressed by Greenwood, and the MRC undertook to provide him with ad-
ministrative assistance, and eventually published his research in its report series.49
This support continued when Greenwood moved from Munitions to the Ministry
of Health in 1919. Fletcher and Greenwood struck up a close personal friendship
which was to last until Fletcher's death in 1933. They dined together at their clubs,
and corresponded frequently-Greenwood obtaining career advice, and Fletcher
using Greenwood as a sounding-board for his ideas on the policy and development
of the MRC.50 Something of the warmth of this relationship can be gauged by the
outcome of a disagreement the two men had in 1931 over the role of the Ministry
ofHealth in spreadingpublic information on the newnutritional knowledgecurrently
being amassed by the MRC. Fletcher argued strongly that Health was not playing
a powerful enough propaganda role, whilst Greenwood was equally strident in
defending the Ministry. After falling out, the two friends made up, Greenwood
writing touchingly that, "I really care but little for intellectual rights and wrongs,
outside of working hours. I care a great deal for human friendship at all hours. I
am very sorry I hurt you." Fletcher went still further and declared Greenwood's
arguments would have made "me cross if I did not love you so much".5' Given
Fletcher's key importance during the early decades of the twentieth century in
allocating funding and prestigious official positions in the medical sciences,
Greenwood's close relationship with him was ofsignal importance in the forwarding
of the statistician's career and of medical statistics in general.52
It was in the context ofthis friendship that Greenwood discussed his career options
' PRO FD 4/16 A report on the causes of Committee: reports; correspondence with MRC,
wastage of labour in munitions factories 1916-1918, letter of 27 December 1916.
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with Fletcher in April 1919. Like many others at the time, Greenwood had seen the
new Ministry of Health, which brought together the fragmented responsibilities of
the state for health, as an opportunity to extend and broaden the medical work of
the LGB.53 Although Greenwood may have hoped that the Ministry would continue
the Board's epidemiological research, and thus give an outlet for his statistical
abilities, he came to feel that neither the governing body of the Lister Institute nor
the Ministry of Health had any interest in the application of statistical methods to
medicine. He therefore asked Fletcher ifthe MRC could support him in some way.54
By June 1920, Fletcher had persuaded the Ministry to allow Greenwood to move
to the MRC's Institute in Hampstead whilst remaining on its payroll. This was
sold to the Ministry in terms of allowing Greenwood and Brownlee to share
accommodation and calculating machines, and preventing duplication of effort
between the two statisticians.55 Greenwoodcould also continue hiswork onindustrial
wastage by joining the Industrial Fatigue Research Board.56 In addition, it was
envisaged that Greenwood would be able to help his old superior, Leonard Hill,
who was now the head of the MRC's Department of Applied Physiology.57
However, other, more tactical, considerations also lay behind Greenwood's move.
On the Ministry's side, Sir George Newman, the chiefmedical officer, was keen for
someone to keep an eye on Hill. Newman had been incensed by the latter's
participation in a deputation ofbirth control advocates ("French-letter evangelists"
as Greenwood described them) to see the minister of health.58 Greenwood had a
deep affection for Hill but also saw the opportunity for career advancement, for as
he explained to Fletcher at the time:
What God really meant me to do, was first to move to Hampstead and valet old Hill for a
few years at the same time developing a little training centre in statistico-physiologico-
industrial work at Cambridge to prevent the young hopefuls ofthe Industrial Fatigue Board
wasting so much oftheir own and other people's time (and money) over crudities. Then when
old Hill retires, you can quietly close down his department and I can transfer my headquarters
to Cambridge.s9
Developments in the relationship between Health and the GRO were also adding
a sense ofurgency to Greenwood'splans. Ratherthan absorbingthe GRO's Statistical
DepartmentintotheMinistry, seniormanagementatHealthhaddecidedtostrengthen
the Office's skills base. In the summer of 1920, therefore, Vivian offered the post of
"super-statistician" in the GRO to Udny Yule, who turned it down.' Newman and
53C Bellamy, Administering central-local 56Ibid. Unsigned letter of 29 June 1920; Sixth
relations, 1871-1919: the Local Government Board Annual Report ofthe Medical Research
in itsfiscal and cultural context, Manchester Committee, 1919-1920, PP 1920, XXI (Cmd.
University Press, 1988, pp. 237-52; Frank 1088.), p. 90.
Honigsbaum, The strugglefor the Ministry of PRO FD 5/91 Unsigned letterof29June 1920.
Health, London, Bell, 1970, pp. 20-3; Eyler, Sir 58Ibid. Letter of 21 July 1920 from
Arthur Newsholme, op. cit., note 9 above, pp. Greenwood to Fletcher.
316-33. 59Ibid. Letter from Greenwood to Fletcher of
' PRO FD 5/91 Letter from Greenwood to 13 July 1920.
Fletcher of 7 April 1919; letter from Greenwood 'Ibid. Letter from Greenwood to Fletcher of
to Fletcher of 23 March 1920. 17 June 1920.
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Vivian then decided that Greenwood should be transferred to the GRO as a
"statistical 'superman' to undertake the professional supervision of the professional
statistical staff of the Department".6' Greenwood thought this was not a serious
proposal until Christopher Addison, the minister, asked him at a ministry party
when he was moving to the GRO. Greenwood was horrified, for, as he complained
to Fletcher, as soon as "I pass under Vivian my scientific usefulness ceases".62 The
collectionandpresentation ofmortalitydatawouldgivelittlescopefortheapplication
ofhis statistical skills, nor would it enable him to engage in epidemiological research.
He decamped to the MRC Institute at Hampstead soon afterwards.
Greenwood's move also gave Fletcher a means ofdealing with his problems with
Brownlee. In theearly 1920s Fletcher setup a Statistical Committee todirectactivities
in thefield ofmedical statistics onwhich the MRCwouldberepresented byBrownlee,
along with expert members from Health, other government departments, and
universities.63 As Joan Austoker has noted, Fletcher liked to work by fostering small
select committees which formed a scientific elite, and which "were able to exert
control through the selective support ofcertain individuals and areas of research at
the expense of others." She points to the MRC's Radiological, Hormones, Human
Nutrition, Bacteriological, and Human Genetics Committees, as examples of this
strategy.f'Originally Fletcher wanted Karl Pearson to chairthe Statistical Committee
but Pearson declined because ofthe work involved, and Greenwood was appointed
instead.65
The Statistical Committee in its various forms acquired a staff of its own and
began helping other MRC bodies, Whitehall departments, and university researchers
with their statistics-part of the task which Brownlee had originally been set.66 By
1925 Fletcher was writing to Newman noting that,
We are finding the Statistical Committee more and more useful every month ... It is in fact
a medical statistical committee, not only interdepartmental but really national. We find this
Committee simply invaluable, and I have little doubt that, whether directly or indirectly, they
are useful to your Ministry.67
By the end of 1926 Greenwood had persuaded Newman to agree to complete
interchangeability between work done by the Statistical Committee and by the
Ministry ofHealth.68 Gradually, the Statistical Department was being overshadowed
by Greenwood's Committee, and aspiringyoungstatisticians such as Austin Bradford
61 PRO RG 50/4 GRO Correspondence and 65 PRO FD 1/7114 Letters from Fletcher to
Papers: Proposed Consultative Committee on Pearson of 29 March 1921, and from Pearson to
Statistics 1920-21: Electoral Division of the Fletcher of 31 March 1921.
Ministry Of Health: undated memo. 6 PRO FD 2/7 Report of the Medical
62PRO FD 5/91 Letter from Greenwood to Research Council, 1920-1921, p. 98; PRO FD
Fletcher of 17 June 1920. 2/10 Report of the Medical Research Council,
63PRO FD 1/7114 Committee on Industrial 1923-1924, pp. 115-16.
Health Statistics: Industrial Fatigue Research 67 PRO FD 1/7107 Letter from Fletcher to
Board: memo. from Fletcher to the MRC Newman of 8 June 1925.
Council dated 9 February 1923. 68 Ibid. Extract from the Statistical
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Hill, Leonard Hill's son, found Greenwood a willing patron.69 Even though he sat
on the Committee, Brownlee had little influence there, since all the work was done
by a small inner circle of Greenwood's friends, especially Yule and Leon Isserlis.70
Isserlis was particularly beholden to Greenwood since the latter had persuaded
Fletcher to support Isserlis's research on the grounds that
He was a major scholar of Trinity, a wrangler and a London D.Sc (pupil of Karl Pearson)
and is one of the three or four best living mathematical statisticians ... and the author of
several important papers. He is, however, a Russian Jew and although he was at an English
public school and university, is sufficiently foreign in accent and appearance to be a very
unlikely appointee to a good teaching post.7'
Brownlee may have felt the awkwardness of his position because by the end of
1922 he was considering taking up an offer ofthe post ofprofessor ofpublic health
at the University ofGlasgow. His roots were in Scotland, ofcourse, and a university
postwouldconferconsiderable independence. OnbeingtoldthisnewsbyGreenwood,
Fletcher declared it "a bright ray of light for the New Year", although Greenwood
thought that it was difficult, "to bring oneself to believe that any body of electors
having the interest ofeducation before their eyes could appoint Brownlee to profess
anything".72 In the event Brownlee did not go and it was increasingly Greenwood
who became restive, caught between the competing demands of the Lister Institute,
to which he was notionally still bound, the Ministry ofHealth which paid his wages,
and the MRC with which his loyalties now lay. Although at first dismissive of the
position, Greenwood gradually came to see the possibility of taking up a chair in
epidemiology and vital statistics at the newly established LSHTM as a means of
having "a quiet time like other people".73 This would also enable him to intensify
the work in experimental epidemiology which he had been doing at the School with
W W C Topley since the early 1920s.74
Greenwood's move to the LSHTM at the beginning of 1927 meant that Fletcher
had now to deal with the problem of Brownlee directly. In a memo to the members
ofthe MRC Council of15 March 1927, Fletcherarguedthat iftheCounciltransferred
its annual £2,000 grant for the work of the Statistical Committee to the new
department atthe LSHTM itwouldgainvaluable roomattheInstituteinHampstead,
extra resources in the form of work by post-graduates, and improved recruitment
to the field. If this happened, Brownlee's Department would be left "in its original
isolation". But the only options presented by Fletcher for its future were to remove
it as well, or to discontinue it at a suitable opportunity. The Department cost
£3,500 per annum to run, and occupied valuable space which could be used for a
laboratory, and as a board room for the Council. Fletcher noted that Brownlee was
69Report ofthe MRC, 1924-1925, London, 72Ibid. Letter from Greenwood to Fletcher of
HMSO, 1925, p. 42. 27 December 1922, and letter from Fletcher to
70PRO FD 1/7114 Memo. from Fletcher to Greenwood of 5 January 1923.
the MRC Council dated 20 February 1925; PRO 73Ibid. Letters from Greenwood to Fletcher of
FD 1/7108 Statistical Committee, Vol. II: 29 July 1924 and 1 December 1926.
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due to retire in June 1928, and added, "The question whether the Council will
continue him for a further period or not is obviously closely connected with the
questions of general policy now laid before them".75 Plainly Brownlee was being set
up for a fall but before any action could be taken he died suddenly on 20 March of
broncho-pneumonia. With the "old thing" out of the way, Fletcher was able to
amalgamate theCommittee's staffandthatoftheStatisticalDepartmentastheMRC's
Statistical Unit under the leadership ofGreenwood at the LSHTM. Greenwood was
to remain head of the Unit till 1945, and chaired the Statistical Committee until
1948.76
The establishment of the Statistical Unit at the LSHTM placed the fledgling
discipline of medical statistics in an institution in intimate contact with the central
state. In the inter-war period over 40 per cent of the School's students were
from the colonial, military, and other government services,77 whilst government
departments appointed approximately a third ofthe members ofthe School's Court
of Governors and Board of Management.78 The Statistical Unit sat in a broader
Division of Epidemiology and Vital Statistics which undertook work for a number
ofgovernment bodies, such as the Ministry ofHealth, Colonial Office, and Industrial
Health Research Board. In this, however, it was only mirroring the activities
of other divisions of the School, which either undertook research for Whitehall
departments, or drew on the staff of the latter for teaching purposes.79
Medical Statistics in the Inter-War Period
Greenwood and Fletcher now held the reins ofresearch in medical statistics firmly
in their hands, a sway which even extended to the work of the GRO. In the early
1920s the line of demarcation between the GRO's research activities and those of
the ever expansive MRC had not been settled. Informally the Ministry of Health
and the subsumed GRO were supposed to be concerned with aetiology, "field
enquiries", and applied or health related research, and the MRC with experimental
clinical and laboratory work. Friction between the two bodies, however, led in
January 1924 to the signing of a Treasury brokered "concordat" designed to avoid
the duplication ofexpensive research effort. Under this, Health was to be concerned
with "applied research" relating to clinical problems, and the MRC with initiating
and organizing all new research in the basic biomedical sciences. The statistical work
of the Ministry, expressly including the GRO, was to be, "To survey by statistical
or othermeans existing states ofnational (andinternational) health and environment,
both absolutely and in relation to past history." The MRC's sphere was, "Medical
research by statistical and other methods (primarily for the development of new
75PRO FD 1/7107 Memo. from Fletcher to 1936, London School of Hygiene and Tropical
the members of the MRC Council of 15 March Medicine, 1936, p. 17.
1927. 78 See, for example, Report to the Court of
76PRO FD 2/13, Report of the MRC, Governors on the work ofthe Schoolfor the year
1926-1927, pp. 41-2. 1936-37, London School of Hygiene and Tropical
77Report to the Court of Governors on the Medicine, 1937, pp. vii-viii, ix.
work ofthe Schoolfor the year ended 31 July 79Ibid., pp. 11-61.
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methods ofstatistical enquiry)." This was further refined in an undated memorandum
on the 'Co-ordination of functions of the Ministry of Health and of the Medical
Research Council', which stated that
The Ministry must chiefly use established methods for statistical inquiry. The MRC aims at
improving methods of inquiry or finding new mathematical weapons. The MRC has also to
bring statistics in new ways to assist laboratory and clinical research.80
The GRO was restricted, therefore, to the rather plodding work ofconstructing and
analysing a single time series with simple methods, whilst the MRC could proceed
with applying the innovations of Pearsonian statistics to medical research.
The range of activities undertaken by the staff working under Greenwood at this
date was extremely wide. In 1931/32, for example, Greenwood himselfwas studying
the epidemiology of disease in populations of mice with Topley. His subordinates,
meanwhile, were working on: whooping cough mortality; anthropological data on
pre-school children; the vitamin content ofbutter; birth rates in Wales and the south-
west division of England in the period 1860-1930; mortality from pulmonary
tuberculosis in Wales; the insulin treatment of diabetes; the mathematical analysis
ofintelligence tests; data collected by the MRC's Dental Committee; the relationship
between the brain cortex and speech; and how children's different physical types
affected their liability to particular diseases, such as asthma and rheumatism.
Greenwood's Unit had also given assistance to the MRC's Committee on Industrial
Pulmonary Disease and the School Epidemics Committee, as well as to the Industrial
Health Research Board.8"
A month after the signing of the concordat between Health and the MRC, the
GRO began to be brought into the orbit of the latter by the appointment of T H C
Stevenson to the Statistical Committee.82 Stevenson did not attend the Committee's
meetings very often but when he died in 1931 Greenwood offered to replace him
temporarily as the GRO's medical statistician.83 His reasons for doing so were
twofold. First, as he explained to Fletcher, he feared that Newman was about to
discontinue the Ministry ofHealth's grant to his Unit, "Hence in order to safeguard
the position and knowing that there was no suitable candidate for Stevenson's post
I wrote personally to Vivian offering to act for him without payment". Secondly, he
saw the possibility of bringing, "the whole scientific control of the public vital
statistics under the MRC".84 This situation continued until the end of 1933, when
Percy Stocks was appointed as medical statistician at the GRO. Stocks was, in his
turn, appointed to the Statistical Committee.85
'oPRO FD 1/1374 Ministry of Health and 83PRO FD 1/7109 Statistical Committee, Vol.
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By this date Fletcher had died, but Greenwood was now firmly ensconced in the
MRC's decision-making networks. He was also proving useful to the Ministry of
Health, especially in deflecting criticism ofthe Ministry's response to unemployment
during the Depression ofthe 1930s. Faced with claims that there was a health crisis
in the depressed areas, the Ministry's line was generally upbeat. Newman noted in
the Annual reports ofthe chiefmedical officer that the depressed areas had a worse
mortality experience than the country as a whole but that they had still partaken in
the general decline in death rates since theearly 1920s.86 Heconcluded thatemergency
relief measures were preventing a mortality crisis in these districts.87 Newman's
arguments here had been supplied to him by Greenwood, who also "inspired"
subsequent articles along similar lines in the British MedicalJournaland the Lancet.88
Greenwood, it should be noted, actually believed that poverty caused ill-health, and
was a founder member of the Socialist Medical Association.89
In addition, Greenwood and Isserlis met civil servants at the LSHTM in October
1933 to consider the effect ofunemployment onmortality. According to Greenwood's
account of the meeting, its purpose was somewhat negative, i.e., "To provide the
departments concerned with considered reasons why the problem was insoluble, if,
in the opinion of the Conference it should prove to be so". A joint committee of
the MRC, GRO and Ministries of Health and Labour was set up to consider the
issues involved in more detail.90 This led to the production in 1935 of a report by E
Lewis-Faning, a member ofGreenwood's staff, for the MRC Statistical Committee.91
The paper also formed the basis of an article in the British Medical Journal in 1937,
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and of a published Ministry of Health report in the following year.92 Lewis-Faning
used correlation coefficients to show that in areas where unemployment was highest,
mortality was also highest, but that there appeared to be no correlation between
changes in rates ofunemployment and changes in rates ofmortality. He concluded,
following the Newman line, that, "We think that the result is that no practically
important relation between the variables [increases in unemployment and mortality]
has been established .... on the whole, the efforts of local and central authorities
to meet the necessities of the time have been adequate and such dangers to the
public health aswide-spread unemployment involvedhave been averted".93 The GRO
wasundertaking similar statistical investigations, and reaching similar conclusions, at
the same date.94 In his later papers Lewis-Faning compared age specific mortality
rates of the depressed areas in England and Wales for the periods 1911-13, 1920-2,
and 1930-2, stressing that the depressed areas appeared to have been unhealthy
places throughout the inter-war period, and that this was probably due to "genuine
geographical and racial factors".95
The relationship between the MRC's Statistical Unit and Whitehall was deepened
and widened during the Second World War, in stark contrast to Brownlee's rather
ineffectual contribution to thewareffort ageneration earlier.96 Greenwoodundertook
work for the Ministry of Home Security on assessing the effects of bombing on the
civilian population, and the protective value of shelters. He was also the MRC
representative on a committee appointed by the Admiralty to inquire into the
utilization of naval medical statistics, and a civilian consultant on medical statistics
to the Royal Navy. Bradford Hill meanwhile was attached full-time to the Ministry
of Home Security's Research and Experiments Department, directing the analysis
of casualty rates. As the bombing offensive slackened in 1942 he moved on to the
Medical Directorate ofthe RAF, working on measurements ofthe function ofnight
vision; psychological tests for the selection of air crew; and psychiatric problems
relating to flight. He also helped the MRC's Military Personnel Research Committee
analysing data on road accidents involving Army vehicles; remedies for sea and air
sickness; the measurement oftank personnel with regard to the design oftanks; and
the statistical analysis of tank casualties. Lewis-Faning worked on problems of
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wartime diets, and for the War Wounds Committee. Other colleagues took part in
studies ofthe efficiency ofmenworkingunderconditions simulatingtropical climates;
analysed the incidence of peptic ulcers for the War Office; and looked at the effects
of air disinfection by aerosols on the common cold in war factories.97 Medical
statisticians thus contributed to that application of scientific rationality to warfare
which has been such a feature of the modern period.98
Given the closeness of the Statistical Unit's relationship, and that of the School
in which it sat, with Whitehall, and the MRC's long-standing function ofsupervizing
clinical trials, it was understandable that the Ministry of Health should turn to the
Unit in 1946 to undertake controlled trials on streptomycin. This drug had been
developed in the USA in 1944 for the treatment of tuberculosis, but the Treasury
was unwilling to allow scarce dollars to be used to buy more than a small amount
until its efficacy had been conclusively proved. Bradford Hill used a random number
table to distribute 107 patients aged between 15 and 30, and suffering from a similar
type oftuberculosis, to two groups-55 to a streptomycin group, and 52 to a control
group receiving bed rest only. Four of the patients receiving the drug and 14 of the
control group died, a difference significant at the 99 per cent confidence level. This
trial immediately received international acclaim but in the context of the present
argument it is more revealing that statistical proof was now being accepted within
Whitehall as justification for the disbursement of hard cash.99
Conclusion
This article has attempted to explain an aspect of the institutional development
ofmedical statistics in Britain in the early twentieth century. The story told here has
been that ofhow the fledgling science ofmedical biostatistics gained official support
via the personal networks and tactical alliances which Major Greenwood forged
during his career. In this he was more successful than men of greater intellectual
gifts such as Karl Pearson, partly because, as he put it, "a natural inquisitiveness
leads me to take interest willingly in other people's problems and to work quite hard
in helping to solve them."'" The mixture of personal influence, luck, Whitehall
politics, and military utility, which helped Greenwood build and sustain the in-
stitutional structures he thought necessary, will be familiar to modern scientists
everywhere. Nor was the help which the MRC Statistical Unit provided to the
Ministry of Health in the inter-war period necessarily a dubious use of science. The
relationship between unemployment, poverty and mortality was, and is, complex,
and it was perfectly legitimate to point out some of the methodological limitations
9 PRO FD 2/26 Report of the MRC, a new drug of American origin, with special
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of the Ministry's critics."'0 The inadequacies of Lewis-Faning's explanation for the
high mortality rates in the depressed areas is perhaps more obvious to us today than
it was to contemporaries.'02 However, one may question whether the close working
relationship between the Statistical Unit and the Ministry, which was so useful to
the former, would have survived if its research had not supported the official line.
The respective fates of Greenwood's Unit and of the GRO, in the early decades
ofthe twentieth century, also say something about the nature ofresearch. The GRO
was a government department working within the confines of a particular piece of
legislation. It had comparatively little freedom to pursue new lines of research, or
to experiment with new forms of statistical manipulation. This was the sort of
activity which university-based researchers could carry out. The salvation of the
Office in the 1930s and 1940s lay in "buying in" expertise from outside, either in the
form of the statistical skills of Stocks, or of the survey methodologies of the
Government Social Survey Department during the Second World War.'03 This
vindicates Greenwood's decision to leave the Ministry of Health in 1920. Such
considerations also add some weight to the argument that Whitehall politics in the
twentieth century acted as a break on statistical development within government.
But what the GRO lost, however, the MRC and Greenwood gained.
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